The latest News Around Us in Jun #1
U.S.-supplied Howitzers have reached Ukraine military, amid ongoing war with
Russia: Defense minister
Lawrence Richard - Fox news
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Ukraine has received a shipment of M109 howitzers from the United States,
replenishing its supplies amid its ongoing war with Russia.
Ukraine's Defense Minister Oleksii Reznikov said the new shipment of artillery
weaponry has reached Ukraine’s front lines, including the M777 howitzers, FH70
howitzers, and CAESAR SPHs that were supplied by the U.S., the UK, and France,
respectively.
Each of the towed artillery guns uses the 155mm artillery caliber, which is NATO
standard.
"I am also happy to announce the news: the 155-mm artillery pool is being
replenished," Reznikov said in a statement. "Ukraine has already received M109
SPHs in one of its modifications. This equipment is of very high quality. Its supply
was the result of cooperation between several countries.”
"Like any minister in my position, I wish I had many more weapons and as soon as
possible. Because the lives of our people are at stake,” Reznikov continued. "At the
same time, we must understand: in the last month and a half, for instance, we have
received more NATO-standard artillery shells than there are Soviet shells available!”
The defense minister also said Ukraine received anti-ship Harpoon missiles from its
Danish partners.
"I would also like to inform that the coastal defense of our country will not only be
strengthened by Harpoon missiles – they will be used by trained Ukrainian teams,” he
added.

Vyacheslav Madiyevskyy/ Ukrinform/Future Publishing via Getty Images Soldiers
man a howitzer during artillery drills of the Eastern Operational-Territorial
Command of the National Guard of Ukraine, Kharkiv Region, northeastern Ukraine.
Reznikov credited the use of the "high-quality” weaponry to Ukraine President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, who has spent months meeting with international leaders and
has led consistent negotiations for weapons and supplies to aid in the defense of his
country.
"It was simply impossible to imagine [using these weapons] back in March. But today
it is already a reality which materialized due to great teamwork led by the President
of Ukraine Volodymyr Zelenskyy," he wrote.

YASUYOSHI CHIBA/AFP via Getty Images This photograph taken on May 10, 2022,
shows an Ukrainian Army's self-propelled howitzer loading on a tank transporter
near Bakhmut, eastern Ukraine, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine.
Kyiv is undoubtedly hoping the artillery supplies aid Ukrainians in pushing back
Russian forces from the Luhansk region, where Russian forces have seized control,

and the Harpoon missiles could aid in disrupting a Russian naval blockade in the
Black Sea.
"The strategic decision to switch to NATO-type heavy weaponry already has a
concrete dimension. The cooperation of partnership states that provide Ukraine with
weapons and equipment is already unprecedented,” the defense minister said.

Quân đội Ukraine vừa bắn rơi một máy bay trực thăng Mi-35MS, đây là loại máy bay
trực thăng tối tân và rất quý hiếm thường chỉ dành cho việc vận chuyển các cấp chỉ
huy quân sự cao nhất (Tổng thống Nga thường đi máy bay này).
Trong khi tốc độ bay của Mi-8MTV vào khoảng 230-250 km/h thì tốc độ bay của
Mi-35MS đạt 335km/h.
Lần đầu tiên nó xuất hiện là năm 2013 và năm 2014 chỉ có 3 chiếc được sản xuất. Nó
được coi là máy bay hạng sang của các cấp chỉ huy Nga.

I charter super-yacht in Dubai. We're seeing more Russian clients, but they're not
partying like they used to.
Natalie Hore - Business Insider

Carol Liew, left, is partner of Dutch Oriental, a Dubai company that operates
mega-yachts, including the Lotus, right. Courtesy of Dutch Oriental.
She said there were more Russian clients in recent months, but they were choosing
cheaper charters. This is how the Ukraine invasion has changed things, as told to
Natalie Hore.
This as-told-to essay is based on a conversation with Carol Liew, a partner in Dutch
Oriental, a super- and mega-yacht charter company in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
It has been edited for length and clarity.
My partner and I have been working together for 25 years. We started out in
information technology in Singapore, but moved to Dubai 10 years ago, focusing on
the super- and mega-yacht charter industry.
Our fleet of yachts has slowly expanded during the past decade to more than 20 boats,
but the standout yacht in our fleet since 2017 is the custom-designed Lotus, a
73-meter, five-deck mega-yacht with 17 rooms, including eight for crew, a 60-seat
cinema, a 200-person nightclub, six Jacuzzis, and a 42,000-liter pool, valued at
roughly 70 million euros.
Operating from Dubai Marina, Dutch Oriental offers packages from exclusive
charters for catered weddings and private parties on the Lotus, which typically start
at 50,000 euros for four hours to public dinner cruises that cost 49 euros per person.

We have hosted a variety of people including sports stars, royalty, presidents, prime
ministers, Miss Universe and Miss World, and many Hollywood movie stars, but as is
the nature of the industry, you need to be very discreet with names.
During the past few months, we have seen a notable increase in Russian clientele
Where once there'd be a handful of Russians that would charter mega- and
super-yachts for private parties with friends that they had flown into Dubai, we're
now seeing more intimate charters, with a 40 to 50% increase in Russians chartering
at the entry and intermediate level.
As a result, our regular dinner cruises book more Russian clients than ever before,
and our 20-meter to 30-meter yachts are being rented much more than our 40-meter
to 70-meter yacht rentals, which have almost bottomed out completely.
Because of international sanctions, it's difficult for Russians to access their funds and
fly friends and family into Dubai for private charters. Some wonder why wealthy
Russians don't just bring their super-yachts into Dubai.
First, it is difficult to traverse the Suez Canal; second, due to regional turmoil in
places like Yemen and Iran and concern about Somali piracy, it's dangerous to bring
a super-yacht into the region.
That's why most charters in the region are kept to half a day, rather than the
multiple-day charters available in places like the Caribbean or Mediterranean.
If the Russians who have moved to Dubai had yachts, they didn't bring them
We've seen a general uptick in the market for commercial charters in the region and
the rental market of super-yachts since the start of the war in Ukraine.
We have seen Russian colleagues trying to purchase basic items like groceries, but
only able to access a few thousand from bank accounts or who have had their credit
cards blocked, so there really isn't the same environment of celebration, travel, and
partying among Russian clientele that we saw in the past.
Dutch Oriental has even been asked if it could help to manage yachts for wealthy
Russians or assist them in insuring yachts to help them bypass sanctions.
Obviously, we could not do that. That's not our business model and, more importantly,
we do not wish to be seen on the wrong side of history or of sanctions.
We're about to face what is generally the low season during summer, which is when
most residents and locals escape the heat and humidity of Dubai, but we're hoping
we'll be able to expand our fleet soon.

Biden is giving Ukraine the deadliest weapons yet. Will it make a difference?
Tom Vanden Brook, Maureen Groppe & Deirdre Shesgreen - USA TODAY
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WASHINGTON – President Joe Biden's decision to provide Ukraine with
longer-range precision rockets unleased angst in Moscow and applause in Kyiv.
But it's not clear yet how much of a difference the advanced weapons will make in
what has become a stalemated, grinding conflict with no clear end game. It also
remains to be seen how Russia will respond to the U.S. move, which will once again
shift the playing field in the three-month old war.
As the U.S. has ramped up the flow of American-made weapons to Ukraine, the
Kremlin has increasingly tried to frame its invasion of Ukraine as a proxy war
between Washington and Moscow, even though Biden has repeatedly said he would
not send American troops to fight in the conflict.
"The Biden administration argues this most recent military aid package will help Kyiv
target Russian artillery behind the front and give the Ukrainians more leverage when
or if negotiations resume," said Daniel DePetris, a fellow at Defense Priorities, a
Washington-based think tank that advocates for military restraint.
"Unfortunately, no negotiations are on the horizon," he said. "Neither side is ready to
concede anything.”
Here's a look at four key questions about Biden's latest decision and its potential
impact:
'Shoot-and-scoot': What's the advantage of the new missiles?
The mobile rocket artillery launcher the Pentagon is providing to Ukraine can strike
targets from about 40 miles away. Right now, Ukrainian troops are using
U.S.-provided M777 howitzers, which have a range of under 20 miles.
Other Western allies have also provided similar howitzers in what has become an
artillery duel on the largely open terrain of the eastern Donbas region of Ukraine.

Known as High Mobility Rocket Systems, the new missiles will allow Ukrainian forces
to attack deep beyond the front line of the war in eastern Ukraine and compel Russian
commanders to move their forces back to avoid attacks.
Mounted on a truck with an armored cab for the crew, the system has a pod of six
rockets. Once fired, the crew can move the truck quickly to avoid counterattack, a
maneuver known as shoot-and-scoot.
The HIMARS launchers can be used to target Russian forces who have massed in
relatively confined areas on the Donbas, said Sen. Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn., a
member of the Armed Services Committee who has advocated arming the Ukrainians
with increasingly lethal arms.
"They widen the zone of threat to Russian forces,” Blumenthal said. "So they can
compel the Russians to withhold their forces, force them back and to reorient
whatever their plans they have to avoid vulnerability.”
Why is Biden's decision seen as a significant escalation of the U.S. role in the war?
Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov warned last week that giving Ukraine
weapons capable of striking inside Russia’s borders would be a serious escalation.
On Wednesday, Putin’s press secretary accused the United States of “deliberately
and diligently pouring fuel on the fire.” He said the Kremlin doesn’t trust Kyiv’s
assurances that the U.S. rocket launch systems will not be used to attack Russia.
The Pentagon and White House have made a point of saying the new rockets supplied
do not have a range beyond 40 miles. And in announcing the transfer of the advanced
rocket system, Biden made sure to say the U.S. is not trying to topple Putin.
“As much as I disagree with Mr. Putin, and find his actions an outrage, the United
States will not try to bring about his ouster in Moscow,” Biden wrote in an opinion
piece published Tuesday evening in the New York Times.
On Wednesday, Secretary of State Antony Blinken dismissed questions about how
Washington could ensure Moscow would not take this as a provocation.
“Simply put, the best way to avoid escalation is for Russia to stop the aggression and
the war that it started,” Blinken said at a news conference Wednesday with NATO
Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg.
“They started the conflict. They can end it at any time and avoid any concerns about
miscalculations or escalation.”
Blinken also noted the Ukrainians have given assurances they will not use the systems
against targets inside Russia and said “there’s a strong trust bond between Ukraine
and the United States.”
Will this change the course of the war in Ukraine?
Right now, there’s a war of attrition, and “neither side is winning or losing,” said
Evelyn Farkas, a former deputy assistance secretary of defense for Russia and
Ukraine.

But because the U.S. is now sending Ukraine attack helicopters, tanks, howitzers and
other weapons, “the Ukrainians should have the opportunity to seize the offensive,”
said Farkas, who is now executive director of the McCain Institute, which focuses on
promoting democracy, human rights and other global issues.
Sergiy Kyslytsya, Ukraine’s ambassador to the United Nations, said the more
advanced rocket systems will have a “very fundamental impact and importance.”
“Both sides are stalled,” Kyslytsya said in a broadcast interview with The
Washington Post Wednesday. Russians are killing 60 to 100 Ukrainian soldiers a day,
he said, but have made very limited advances.
Without additional weaponry and munitions, the stalemate “may last for quite a long
time and wouldn't really be helpful to any of us,” including the U.S. and European
allies, he said.
But others aren't convinced it will be a game-changer.
"It's not a magic bullet," Blumenthal said. "It's significant but not necessarily
decisive."
Four of these systems were pre-positioned in Europe so that they can be fielded
quickly, said Colin Kahl, the Pentagon's under secretary for policy.
But Kahl noted that it will take three weeks to train Ukrainian troops to operate and
maintain the HIMARS systems. "These are not turnkey," he said.
Russia has made incremental gains in eastern Ukraine, a senior Defense official said
last week, concentrating its efforts on smaller objectives. Despite its loss of more than
1,000 tanks and thousands of troops, Russia retains significant advantages in soldiers,
artillery and armor. Ukrainian leaders have been pleading for the HIMARS rocket
launchers for weeks to better their chances.
HIMARS will give Ukrainian forces advantages over the Russians in precision attacks,
Blumenthal said. That could allow them to claw back some of the Russian gains, but
the war is still likely to be a "grinding slog" for some time, he said.
Though very precise, the HIMARS rocket system will not tip the balance in the war in
Ukraine's favor, said Kahl.
"No system is going to win the war," Kahl said.

ARIS MESSINIS, AFP via Getty Images Sergiy Tarasyuk, 49, sits on his bed in his
destroyed house after a missile strike in the city of Slovyansk in the eastern Ukrainian
region of Donbas on June 1, 2022. - Tarasyuk survived since he felt asleep in the
living room the night before.
What's next from Washington?
In announcing the decision, Biden seemed to be walking a tightrope – answering
Ukraine’s pleas for more sophisticated weaponry in the face of Russia's latest
assault without provoking the Kremlin to escalate a war that many fear could spill
over into other parts of Europe.
"We do not seek a war between NATO and Russia,” the president wrote in his op-ed.
Colin Smith, a defense researcher and expert on the Russian military at the Rand
Corp. think tank, noted the most advanced U.S. HIMARS rockets have a range of 100
miles, which would put several Russian cities under potential threat.
The U.S. has not opted the send those rockets.
Asked how far the U.S. would go in assisting Ukraine's military as the war continues,
Blinken declined to give a specific answer Wednesday.
“At every step along the way, we have evaluated what we believe Ukraine needs … to
defend itself effectively,” he said.
“And of course, that's changed through the course of this aggression. What they
needed to deal with threats to Kyiv are very different from what they need to deal with
what's now happening in southern and eastern Ukraine.”

FADEL SENNA, AFP via Getty Images In this file photo taken on June 09, 2021 US
M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) launchers fire salvoes during
the "African Lion" military exercise in the Grier Labouihi region in southeastern
Morocco.
Ukrainians are still trying to buy fighter jets, but a Ukrainian pilot says the
changing air war requires different weapons
Ellen Ioanes (insider@insider.com) - Business Insider

US Air National Guard/Tech. Sgt. Charles Vaughn Ukrainian and US fighter jets
during a military exercise in Ukraine, July 22, 2011. US Air National Guard/Tech.
Since Russia attacked Ukraine in February, Ukrainians have asked Western countries
for fighter jets. The "Buy Me a Fighter Jet" campaign is raising private donations to
buy jets for Ukrainian forces.
The campaign is ongoing, but a Ukrainian pilot says missiles would now be more
useful against Russia.

Since Russia attacked Ukraine in late February, Ukrainians — from the general
public to top officials, including President Volodymyr Zelenskyy — have urged the US
and its allies to provide fighter jets so Ukraine's air force can fight off Russia's larger,
better-equipped military.
The US has provided spare parts that have allowed Ukraine to put more jets into
service, but so far no one has delivered jets to Kyiv. Now a group of Ukrainian
volunteers is taking that search into their own hands, creating a crowdfunding
campaign called "Buy Me a Fighter Jet" to raise money for the jets.
It's not the first crowdfunding effort to support Ukraine's military. Initiatives by
private individuals and governments have procured smaller items for military use,
like drones and satellite phones, but "Buy Me a Fighter Jet" is an effort to purchase
the big-ticket military hardware that Ukraine's Western partners have been reluctant
to provide.
US and NATO countries are dispatching planes filled with military equipment for
Ukraine – here are some of the weapons sent to hold back Russian tanks and aircraft
The US and other NATO countries have sent thousands of weapons to Ukraine in
recent weeks.
The shipments include anti-armor and anti-aircraft missiles which could be used
against Russian tanks and helicopters .
The weapons are being used by Ukrainian fighters to push back Russian forces.
As fighting in Ukraine enters its third week, reports this week revealed heavily-laden
military cargo jets are pouring into an airfield across the border, stacked with
weapons and military equipment to help Ukraine's forces hold back the advance of
Russian troops.
Throughout the buildup to Russia's invasion of Ukraine, NATO countries, including
the US, insisted they would not send troops to the region amid concern that the
presence of their personnel on the ground would lead to a dangerous escalation of the
conflict.
That stance has continued since Moscow ordered its troops into Ukraine on the
morning of February 24. Instead, NATO nations and other countries are supplying
Ukraine's defence forces - vastly outgunned and outnumbered by Russia's military with weapons and equipment that Kyiv hopes will be able to help staunch Russia's
advance.
Around 17,000 anti-armor weapons have been sent to Ukraine in the last number of
weeks and are being pressed into use against Russian tanks and other hardware. As
of March 8, Ukrainian fighters had destroyed over 1,000 armored personnel carriers,
303 tanks, 120 artillery systems and 80 helicopters, The Kyiv Independent claimed.
With heavy transport aircraft continuing to deliver consignments of equipment critical
for Ukraine's defense, we take a look at some of the weapons being sent to Ukraine as
it tries to hold back Russia's advances.

The hashtag appeared online in April alongside a rousing video that called on
celebrities and philanthropists to buy fighter jets for Ukrainian forces. An early
iteration of the campaign's website featured a menu-like list of countries and the
military aircraft they operate.
While "Buy Me a Fighter Jet" has targeted wealthy benefactors, it seeks to be cost
effective, Taras Meselko, the campaign's spokesperson, told Insider.
"For $7 or $8 million — we already saw some proposals — you can buy two or three
of the [Sukhoi] or MiG jets,” he said. "They can sell them cheaper.”

Danil Shamkin/NurPhoto via Getty Images A Ukrainian Air Force MiG-29 at an
airbase in Ukraine, November 23, 2016.
Ukrainian pilots are trained to fly the MiG-29, a "quite old" Soviet-era model,
Meselko said. In March, Poland offered to turn its MiG-29s over to the US so the US
could deliver them to Ukraine, but the US declined that proposal.
Despite the interest, "Buy Me a Fighter Jet” is quite far from its financial goals. As of
May 12, only $221,600 had been raised, much of it from Ukrainians, according to
Maselko, and not billionaires like Elon Musk and Jeff Bezos whom the campaign has
targeted on Twitter.
Some wealthy individuals with Ukrainian ties have expressed interest, however. In
mid-May, Ukrainian singer Kamaliya Zahoor, known as Kamaliya, said her husband,
British-Pakistani multimillionaire Mohammad Zahoor, and other philanthropists had
collected the money to purchase two aircraft, according to the Kyiv Post, an
English-language outlet that Zahoor owned from 2009 to 2018.
Kamaliya was more circumspect in a later interview, and Mohammad Zahoor did not
respond to multiple requests for comment from Insider on his role in a potential
purchase.

Maselko said in a WhatsApp message that while the campaign has been in discussions
with the Zahoors, "they were not buying jets” but "just pushing Pakistan['s]
government to provide fighter jets to Ukraine.”
"I asked if they can help, but no. They are helping Ukrainian refugees in Europe, so
[they are] involved in that,” Maselko said, attributing reports of the Zahoors actually
buying fighter jets to mistranslated by "some media.”
Yuriy Ignat, a spokesperson for the General Staff of the Ukrainian Air Force, told
Insider via WhatsApp that the service "knows nothing about this,” followed by a
laughing emoji. "It is impossible to buy a fighter in the store,” Ignat added.
'Not just crazy stuff'

AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky A Ukrainian MIG-29 fighter jet at the Vasilkov air base
outside of Kyiv, November 23, 2016.
"Buy Me a Fighter Jet” is now promising that all funds raised will go to the
Ukrainian military for it to purchase fighter jets and other equipment. Maselko said
the campaign, working through the Galician Aviation Charitable Foundation, in late
April signed an agreement with state defense firm Ukroboronprom to handle any
purchases.
The agreement provides the bureaucracy that typically handles such transactions,
giving the campaign legitimacy and backing up its charitable intentions, Maselko
said.
"Now we have the argument to show that it's not just crazy stuff. It's not a campaign
of just publicity.”
Maselko also said that Ukroboronprom would handle the equipping and maintenance
of the fighter jets. "We are not the experts in the jet equipment,” Maselko told Insider.
"The crucial thing,”

Maselko added, is "you have to sign all the documents to pass it to the Ukrainian Air
Forces, and that's what we are bringing here with this memorandum, that we have an
agreement with the company which has the license to do that. So now, the only thing
we need is just to get this money, to raise this money to buy the fighter jets.”
Ukroboronprom and its chief executive, Yuriy Husyev, did not respond when asked to
confirm the deal. Even if the campaign raises enough money, it's not clear where the
jets would come from.
Private citizens in the US own some MiG-29s, which could be flyable and outfitted for
combat. The US government also has a small clandestine fleet of MiG-29s and Su-27s
that it uses for testing and training US aircraft, but transferring those to Ukraine
could raise unwanted questions about what the US has been doing with them. Those
jets would also be quite difficult for the US to replace.

Andriy Andriyenko/APA fragment of a Tochka-U missile on the ground following an
attack at the railway station in Kramatorsk, Ukraine, April 8, 2022.
Wherever the jets come from, keeping them flying would also be a challenge. Spare
parts and expertise for the Soviet-era aircraft are both dwindling. The few NATO
militaries that use them are phasing them out in favor of US- and European-designed
aircraft.
Even though the US and other countries have completed arms transfers to Ukraine
with alacrity in recent months, there are still plenty of bureaucratic hurdles involved
in weapons transfers. Reducing the red tape will be critical to getting more weapons
to Ukraine faster, said a Ukrainian pilot who asked Insider not to use his name for
security reasons.
While "Buy Me a Fighter Jet” and others have focused on aircraft, those don't top the
pilot's list of urgent needs.

Jets will be necessary "in order to get our territories back and have that other line of
air defense,” the pilot said, but buying and transferring them and then training crews
and building infrastructure for them — especially newer aircraft like F-16s — would
take months.
"Now, looking back, we learned how to protect ourselves — our jets, our assets, at the
airfields — and week after week, [Russian] airstrikes were less and less precise,” the
pilot said.
Russia has backed off of its attacks on Ukrainian aircraft and air assets since the start
of the war, the pilot said. "What we're seeing now, they've learned that they can't
destroy our assets using those cruise-missile strikes, so they are simply hitting civilian
objects.”
"I think, at this moment, for Ukraine the number-one priority to get from the Western
countries, from NATO, would be surface-to-air missiles,” he said, "because now
[Russian aircraft] are not really flying deeply into our airspace but they're still using
those cruise missiles to hit targets all over Ukraine.”
Surface-to-air missiles have "been proven to be more effective against” those cruise
missiles, the pilot said.

Tulsa, Oklahoma, medical center attack: 4 killed in latest mass shooting to shock
the nation. What we know.
Celina Tebor - USA TODAY

Ian Maule, AP Images
Four people were killed Wednesday in a shooting at a medical center in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, police said, the latest in a wave of deadly gun violence occurring across
the United States.

According to authorities, a gunman opened fire Wednesday afternoon at the
St. Francis Health System campus, shooting multiple people using at least two
firearms.
Authorities responded to a call after dispatchers received the report and made contact
with the gunman, Tulsa Police Department Deputy Chief Eric Dalgleish said.
During a news conference, Dalgleish confirmed the number of dead and said the
shooter also was dead, apparently from a self-inflicted gunshot wound.
Wednesday's attack comes after two high-profile shooting massacres in Buffalo, New
York, where 10 Black people were killed, and Uvalde, Texas, where 19 children and
two teachers were killed in May.
Here's what we know about the deadly shooting in Tulsa:
Where did the attack take place?
Dalgleish said officers discovered the shooter and several victims on the second floor
of the St. Francis Health System's Natalie Building, about eight miles southeast of
downtown Tulsa.
The Natalie Building houses an outpatient surgery center and a breast health center.
Dalgleish said an orthopedic clinic also is located on the second floor.
The entire hospital locked down its campus Wednesday during the shooting.
Police: Tulsa shooting 'wasn't random'
At least four people were killed in the shooting besides the suspected gunman, and
several others were injured, police said. Authorities, who have not released the
identities of the victims or a possible motive, described the medical complex as a
"catastrophic scene.”
“It wasn’t random,” said Tulsa Police Capt. Richard Meulenberg, according to The
New York Times. "This wasn’t an individual who just decided he wanted to go find a
hospital full of random people. He deliberately made a choice to come here and his
actions were deliberate.”
Dalgleish said the shooter had a rifle or "long gun,” and a handgun, and it appeared
both weapons were fired at the scene.
Police clear home in Muskogee, Oklahoma, after possible bomb threat
An Oklahoma Highway Patrol bomb squad used dogs to clear a home in Muskogee
after police were notified the hospital shooter may have left a bomb inside, the
Muskogee Police public information officer said.
"No devices were found,” Lynn Hamlin said.
Tulsa police investigators arrived after that search "and took over the scene,” she
said. Muskogee is about 50 miles southeast of Tulsa.
Authorities provide timeline of attack

Police said during a news conference Wednesday that dispatchers first received a call
of an active shooter in the Natalie Medical Building at the St. Francis Health System
campus at 4:52 p.m.
Four minutes later, police said officers arrived at the location. By 5:01 p.m.,
authorities say officers made contact with the victims and the shooting suspect after
hearing gunshots on the second floor of the building.
“I was very happy with what we know so far regarding the response of our officers,"
Dalgleish said.
'It's surreal and aggravating': Community reacts to the shooting
Community members waited to hear from their loved ones at the designated
reunification area after the shooting Wednesday night.
Kevin Foristal, of Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, said his wife was receiving outpatient
therapy at the infusion center in the main hospital building at the time of the shooting.
He was "elated” to hear she was safe, but added: "There's people out there where
that's not going to happen.”
Johnnie Munn arrived at the reunification site Wednesday night to help provide food,
water and emotional support. The Tulsa-area native specializes in mass shooting
response for the Red Cross as a senior disaster program manager.
He's attended to victims at the site of the deadliest U.S. mass shooting in Las Vegas in
2017, where 60 people were killed. This time, he responded to a fatal attack in his
hometown.
"It's surreal and aggravating,” Munn said. "You're like, 'Why?’ … It's no surprise
that it's happening more often.”
Oklahoma State Medical Association President Dr. David Holden said in a statement
the organization was heartbroken to learn of the loss of lives at the Tulsa hospital.
“Oklahoma’s hospitals, clinics and doctors’ offices are places for healing and should
be safe for all,” Holden said.
“And while there will be much to discuss regarding this tragedy in the days and
weeks to come, we stand with our fellow physicians and health professionals in
mourning those who were killed and injured due to this devastating event.”
Mass shootings in the US this year
The United States has seen a number of high-profile shootings in recent weeks,
including two massacres in Buffalo, New York, and Uvalde, Texas.
Wednesday's attack was the second mass shooting this week in Oklahoma alone:
a woman was killed Sunday and seven others were injured during an annual
Memorial Day festival in Taft, a small town near Muskogee, the Oklahoma State
Bureau of Investigation reported. The shooting suspect later turned himself in.
Since January, there have been 12 shootings where four or more people have been
killed, according to The Associated Press/USA TODAY/Northeastern University mass
killing database.

Those shootings have left 76 dead, including 31 adults and children in Buffalo and
Texas, the database says. The death toll does not include the suspects in the
shootings.
*** Contributing: Jeanine Santucci, USA TODAY; Nolan Clay and Dana
Branham, The Oklahoman; The Associated Press

China demands US stop trade talks with Taiwan
Joe McDonald (Business Writer) - Associated Press (AP)

Associated Press
BEIJING (AP) — China’s government on Thursday accused Washington of
jeopardizing peace after U.S. envoys began trade talks with Taiwan aimed at
deepening relations with the self-ruled island democracy claimed by Beijing.
Talks that started Wednesday cover trade, regulation and other areas based on
“shared values” as market-oriented economies, according to the Office of the U.S.
Trade Representative.
It did not mention China but the talks add to gestures that show U.S. support for
Taiwan amid menacing behavior by Beijing, which threatens to invade.
Trade dialogues “disrupt peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait,” said a foreign
ministry spokesman, Zhao Lijian. He called on Washington to “stop negotiating
agreements with Taiwan that have sovereign connotations and official nature.”
Taiwan and China split in 1949 after a civil war that ended with the ruling
Communist Party’s victory on the mainland. They have multi-billion-dollar trade and
investment ties but no official relations. Beijing says Taiwan has no right to conduct
foreign relations.

The United States has diplomatic relations only with Beijing but extensive informal
ties with Taiwan. The U.S. government is committed by federal law to see that the
island has the means to defend itself.
Zhao accused Washington of encouraging sentiment in Taiwan in favor of declaring
formal independence, a step Beijing has said previously would be grounds for an
invasion.
The trade initiative is “intended to develop concrete ways to deepen the economic and
trade relationship” and “advance mutual trade priorities based on shared values,”
said a statement by the office of USTR Katherine Tai.
Taiwan is the ninth-largest U.S. trading partner and an important manufacturing
center for computer chips and other high-tech products.
President Joe Biden said May 23 while visiting Tokyo that the United States would
intervene militarily if China were to invade Taiwan. He said the U.S. commitment to
help the island defend itself was “even stronger” following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine.
On Tuesday, U.S. Senator Tammy Duckworth met with Taiwanese President Tsai
Ing-wen and expressed support for the island during her second visit in a year to
Taiwan.
On Monday, China sent 30 military aircraft toward Taiwan in the latest of a series of
flights aimed at intimidating the island’s democratically elected government.
Taiwan’s defense ministry said it sent up fighter planes and put air defense missile
systems on alert.

Elon Musk wants to end Tesla’s WFH rules. He’s right in the short run but wrong
in the medium term
Matthew E. Kahn - MarketWatch
OUTSIDE THE BOX
Tesla CEO Elon Musk has ordered the firm’s workers to return to the office. Musk
has a strong incentive to take actions that he believes increases the long term value of
his firm. His personal wealth is tied to Tesla’s stock price.
Amid concerns about the risk of a recession, it makes sense to have “all hands on
deck.” But if Tesla workers permanently return to the office, this will impose long-run
costs on the firm.
Musk is right in the short run
Major U.S. companies are now wresting with this work-from home issue; Goldman
Sachs has nudged its employees to return while Apple is preparing for a hybrid-WFH
future.

A key trade-off is balancing company-wide productivity gains from returning to the
workplace versus the quality-of-life gains from allowing workers to have more
freedom.
Tesla has succeeded in designing and mass-producing electric vehicles, but the firm
faces increased competition from General Motors Ford and other car makers. To
maintain its edge, Tesla must continue to innovate. And that happens best with
in-person meetings.
The design process shares a similarity with academic collaboration. At the start of
any research project, teams must meet face to face to solve problems that inevitably
arise. While Zoom has proven to be effective for workers with established
relationships, face-to-face interaction facilitates both mentoring and spontaneous
interactions.
(Due to security concerns, Musk actually banned the use of Zoom for his SpaceX
employees.)
Musk may also see his approach as a way to prune his workforce. By ordering people
back to work, those workers who are not fully “committed to the cause” may quit. In
this sense, his new order may represent a screening device to force workers to reveal
whether they are truly committed to Tesla in the same way as Musk, who boasts
of 80-hours weeks.
But what’s good for Tesla may not be good for every company. Tesla is a young firm
that features a young, mostly male applied-science workforce. Such individuals do not
have the same at-home responsibilities as the typical American worker.
Young workers tend to want to be back at the office! This means that the Musk
mandate does not impose the same costs that would occur if the average American
firm ordered a return to work.
But here’s where he gets it wrong
Economists think in terms of “what ifs”. What if Tesla allowed workers to engage in
hybrid work? Could worker productivity actually be even higher? I believe that the
answer is yes – for two reasons.
Tesla could hire from a larger pool of workers, and the workers would be happier
with their job because they have more freedom over where they live and how they
structure their days. When workers are more satisfied with their job, they are less
likely to quit.
Tesla should want to avoid a workforce retention and training challenge as well as
risk losing intellectual property to rival firms. People are the main resource of
America’s superstar firms. To attract and retain talent without paying huge wage or
stock options premiums, employers can offer better working conditions. WFH is such
a job perk.
If workers can live where they want to live, they will likely be in better mental and
physical health and they will suffer from less burnout. Workers with special at-home
responsibilities will value the flexibility offered, and those with a special taste for

leisure hobbies (i.e skiers, surfers) will value their ability to spend more time where
they actually want to live.
Tesla’s headquarters is in Austin, Texas. Most workers who must report to this office
five days a week will live within an hour of 13101 Harold Green Road. While Austin
has many desirable features, local housing is expensive, and many potential workers
may not want to live in the local neighborhoods.
Now imagine a flexible WFH option where Tesla workers must be at headquarters
five days a month or two days a week. The Austin airport already offers 46 direct
flights on Southwest Airlines to other cities each day.
Musk is certainly correct that face-to-face interaction raises worker productivity, but
he should consider the quality-versus-quantity trade-off. If workers spend less time in
the office, the quantity of interaction will go down but the quality of interaction will
rise.
Mid-level managers will have strong incentives to design group meetings to facilitate
these interactions. Experimentation through A/B testing will help to optimize this
adjustment process.
Based on the 2020 Tesla Diversity report, women and minorities are
underrepresented at Tesla and especially in the leadership ranks. Yet research shows
that firms with a more diverse leadership are less likely to engage in the sort of
“group think”° that leads to unforeseen risks and lost opportunities.
If Tesla seeks to hire a more diverse workforce, it will gain from introducing the WFH
option and recruiting from a larger pool of women and minorities.
Going forward, Tesla will be a more profitable firm if it offers the WFH and
hybrid-WFH option. The workaholic Elon Musk is too smart to assume that his firm’s
workers are clones of him.
*** Matthew E. Kahn is the Provost Professor of Economics at the University
of Southern California and the author of “Going Remote: How the Flexible Work
Economy Can Improve Our Lives and Our Cities.” He owns two Teslas and holds less
than $5,000 of Tesla stock.

Documents Reveal Hundreds of Russian Troops Broke Ranks Over Ukraine Orders
Matthew Luxmoore - The Wall Street Journal
Hundreds of Russian soldiers have escaped the fighting in Ukraine or refused to take
part during the early stages of the war, according to military decrees viewed by The
Wall Street Journal as well as accused soldiers and lawyers defending them.

Maxim Shemetov/Reuters Documents Reveal Hundreds of Russian Troops Broke
Ranks Over Ukraine Orders.
Military analysts and Ukrainian officials say there have been many more.
Russia’s army stumbled badly early in its invasion of Ukraine and suffered thousands
of casualties and the loss of an estimated quarter of its deployed military hardware, a
senior Pentagon official said in April. Desertions and insubordination among soldiers,
Interior Ministry troops and members of the National Guard are compounding the
problem.
The desertions place Russian authorities in a bind over how to punish those who
refuse to serve without drawing more attention to the issue, defense experts said. The
Russian military is short on manpower and seeking recruits to help turn the tide in
Ukraine.
Penalties have so far been largely limited to formal dismissals from service. Because
Russia hasn’t declared war on Ukraine, there also are few legal grounds for criminal
charges against those who refuse to serve abroad, according to a lawyer and former
military prosecutor’s assistant who is defending soldiers fired for insubordination.
“So many people don’t want to fight,” said Mikhail Benyash, a Russian lawyer
representing a dozen members of the National Guard, a domestic military force that
quashes protests in Russia.
Mr. Benyash is assisting soldiers appealing their dismissals after they refused orders
to enter Ukraine in February, according to National Guard documents. Members of
the guard were sent into Ukraine to patrol streets and suppress dissent in occupied
areas.
Government officials in Moscow didn’t respond to requests for comment.

Russian soldier Albert Sakhibgareev, 24 years old, was ordered to Russia’s Belgorod
Region on Feb. 8 for military exercises, he said. After President Vladimir Putin gave
his Feb. 21 speech dismissing Ukraine’s right to statehood, Mr. Sakhibgareev said
most of the troops at his base had their phones confiscated and were told to wear
bulletproof jackets. They unloaded projectiles and ammunition from Soviet-era trucks
but didn’t know what was to come.
He was startled awake by close artillery fire around dawn on Feb. 24. Two shells
landed a mile and a half from his barracks on Russia’s side of the border with
Ukraine. Military helicopters and other aircraft flew overhead, appearing to head
into battle.
Mr. Sakhibgareev said he learned what was happening only after furtively scrolling a
news headline on Telegram: “Russia Invades Ukraine.” He got scared, fled the army
base and went into hiding.
“None of us wanted this war,” Mr. Sakhibgareev said.
His mother, Galina Sakhibgareeva, said her son enlisted out of patriotism and
because there were few other career opportunities in their small town in Russia’s Ufa
region, located about 700 miles east of Moscow. A military career was a chance to
make a life for himself. “I brought up a tall, athletic son and gave him away for the
defense of the country,” she said.
Mr. Benyash, the lawyer, said that within several days of publishing a March 24 post
about his National Guard cases, more than 1,000 service members and employees of
the Interior Ministry, which oversees policing in Russia, reached out for legal
assistance. Many had defied orders to enter Ukraine for combat or to suppress
protests in towns occupied by Russian forces, he said.
On March 17, Russian human-rights group Agora launched a Telegram channel
where service members and their relatives could seek legal help for refusing orders.
Pavel Chikov, the group’s director, said 721 members of the army and security forces
responded over the following 10 days.
A March 4 military decree signed by a Russian base commander ordered the
dismissals of several hundred army servicemen who refused orders while on duty near
the Ukraine border, according to a copy of the document viewed by the Journal. It is
unclear if the ex-soldiers faced further penalties.
Another document viewed by the Journal, signed by a judge at a military court in the
city of Nalchik and dated May 25, rejected an appeal by 115 members of Russia’s
National Guard who were dismissed from service for refusing to enter Ukraine in late
February and early March.
Russian law calls for penalties of up to 10 years in prison for service members who
abandon sworn duties. Deserters can be spared criminal charges if they can prove
they acted under immense pressure or had personal issues that prompted them to flee.
Service members also have a right to refuse orders they believe are illegal.

Punishment for refusing orders in what Mr. Putin calls a “special military operation”
in Ukraine has so far been limited to firing soldiers without paying back wages or by
stripping them of special mortgage plans and other service benefits, said Pavel Luzin,
a Moscow-based defense expert.
“If it hypes these cases, the government will inadvertently amplify the scale of
desertion, which is small in percentage terms but will continue to grow,” he said.
A message stamped on one discharged Russian soldier’s military identification said:
“Prone to treason, deception and dishonesty. Refused to participate in the special
military operation,” according to a photograph of it published last month by the
soldiers’ lawyer, Maksim Grebenyuk.
Transcripts from two audio files purportedly recorded by soldiers and published April
22 by Russian independent outlet Mediazona documented instances of soldiers who
refused orders.
“You can’t not go,” a base commander said in a recording heard by the Journal.
“If you don’t go there, you’ll spend 15 years stamping across a [prison] courtyard.”
The soldier said he had talked to lawyers who said he didn’t risk prison for refusing
to fight in Ukraine.
“Bring your lawyers here,” the commander replied. “We’ll have a chat with them.”
Western intelligence agencies say there is broad evidence of chaos and disorder
among Russian forces in Ukraine.
A senior U.S. defense official told reporters last month that Russian “mid-grade
officers at various levels, even up to the battalion level…have either refused to obey
orders or [are] not obeying them with the same measure of alacrity that you would
expect an officer to obey.”
In the First Chechen war, from 1994 to 1996, thousands of Russian soldiers deserted
after being sent to fight in the mountains of the Caucasus, often with little more than a
month of training, military experts said.
Afterward, Moscow imposed stiffer penalties for desertion, including the maximum
10-year prison sentence. Mr. Putin made revamping the military a priority after the
country’s invasion of Georgia in 2008 exposed shortcomings in equipment and
training.
Low pay, corruption and hazing of new service members continue to undermine
morale, according to an April report by the Organized Crime and Corruption
Reporting Project, an international network of investigative journalists.
Lawyers defending Russian deserters, as well as journalists reporting about the cases,
are endangered. On April 13, Mr. Benyash was charged with “discrediting Russia’s
armed forces” for statements he made in a YouTube video published in the first days
of the war, according to documents viewed by the Journal.
The case has since been dropped.

On the same day Mr. Benyash was charged, Mikhail Afanasyev, a journalist who had
earlier published an article about 11 National Guardsmen in the Khakassia region of
Siberia who refused orders to enter Ukraine, was arrested. He was charged with
spreading “fake news” about the Russian military.
“My whole life I’ve fought for my right to be a journalist and tell the truth,” he said
before his arrest. He faces 10 years in prison.
Military prosecutors eventually reached Mr. Sakhibgareev and his mother by phone
and persuaded him to return to service. They allowed him a transfer to another base,
one far from the front lines.
Mr. Sakhibgareev faced more serious criminal charges the longer he stayed away, his
lawyer Almaz Nabiev said. Authorities are awaiting the results of Mr. Sakhibgareev’s
medical examination. They could pronounce him unfit for service or decide to press
charges for desertion.
Mr. Benyash said many soldiers who refuse orders to go to Ukraine figure it is easier
to risk a criminal case than risk their lives to fight.

Turkey Is Playing Off NATO Against Russia with Eyes on Northern Syria
Tom O'Connor - The Newsweek

Delil Souleiman/AFP/Getty Images
Turkey appears to be leveraging its position as a deciding factor in the U.S.-led
NATO military alliance's attempts to counter Russia's war in Ukraine by planning a
new operation in northern Syria, where factions backed by Washington and Moscow
both oppose Ankara's aims.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has declared his opposition to the bids of
Finland and Sweden to join NATO, arguing that the two countries offer safe havens
for supporters of the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), a separatist group that has

waged an insurgency for Kurdish autonomy for more than three decades. The Turkish
leader's approval would be necessary for the Western bloc to greenlight its latest
expansion.
As Erdogan held steadfast in his view, Turkish officials have begun talking openly of
plans to launch a new incursion across the Syrian border against forces they
associate with the PKK.
Among these factions are the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces, a
Pentagon-backed group that serves as a vanguard in the U.S.-led coalition's ongoing
fight against the Islamic State militant group (ISIS).
Former Turkish diplomat and current Carnegie Europe visiting scholar Sinan Ülgen
told Newsweek that with the U.S. depending on Turkey to hold the NATO line against
Russia in Ukraine, its opposition to the planned incursion is likely to be muted.
"The calculus perhaps on the side of Ankara is that the West needs Turkey on board
with NATO enlargement,” Ülgen said,
"and, therefore, at a critical time like this, there will be less criticism of Turkey's
cross-border operation.”
Still, he argued that the situation "has put Turkey and the U.S. on a collision course.”
Further tying the timing of Turkey's planned incursion into northern Syria to the war
in Ukraine,
Ülgen pointed to the presence of Russian troops also operating within a "cordon
sanitaire,” which was established as a security zone along the Syrian-Turkish border
in 2019 after Ankara struck back-to-back deals with Washington and Moscow to
dismantle positions of the Syrian Democratic Forces within a "safe zone.”
Russia, however, supports the Syrian government, which views Turkey, like the U.S.,
as an illegitimate occupying force. But as Turkey continues a years-long balancing
act in its relations with the U.S. and Russia, Ülgen argued that Erdogan also saw an
opportunity to bypass Moscow's protests over Ankara's objectives in Syria.
"There is a calculation in Ankara that Russia will not anymore oppose such an
intervention,’ Ülgen said, "and will not want to oppose such an intervention because
Russia now is also more in need of retaining Turkey as a diplomatic partner on
Ukraine.”
As Erdogan makes the case for what would be Turkey's fourth major intervention in
Syria, following Operation Euphrates Shield in 2016, Operation Olive Branch in
2018 and Operation Peace Spring in 2019, he and his government have held
high-level consultations with both Washington and Moscow.
In a call with Turkish presidential spokesperson Ibrahim Kalin, White House national
security council advisor Jake Sullivan "reiterated the importance of refraining from
escalation in Syria to preserve existing ceasefire lines and avoid any further
destabilization,” and "urged continued dialogue and diplomacy to resolve any

disagreements in the eastern Mediterranean region,""according to a White House
readout.
Sullivan also "expressed support for Turkey's continued direct talks with Sweden and
Finland to resolve concerns over their applications for NATO membership, which the
U.S. strongly supports.”
Kalin, however, "pointed out that the countries that seek to become a member of
NATO should adopt the Alliance's values and principles on security and combating
terrorism,” and "stressed in this sense that Sweden and Finland have to take concrete
steps regarding the terrorist organizations that threaten Türkiye's national security,”
according to the Turkish presidency's readout.
"It was stressed that the PKK/PYD/YPG terrorist organization continued to pose a
threat to Türkiye's national security and Syria's territorial integrity,” the readout
added. "It was underscored that Türkiye would determinedly maintain its fight against
all the terrorist organizations.”
The U.S. also considers the PKK a terrorist organization, and officially opposes its
presence, even if members of the Syrian Democratic Forces and its affiliated People's
Protection Units (YPG) and the leading Syrian Kurdish Democratic Union Party
(PYD) at times openly flaunt PKK imagery, including pictures of its leader, Abdullah
Öcalan, who has been imprisoned in Turkey since 1999.
Reached for comment by Newsweek, the State Department referred to spokesperson
Ned Price's remarks Tuesday, in which he said President Joe Biden's administration
would continue "to support the maintenance of current ceasefire lines” and "condemn
any escalation that has the potential to jeopardize that.”
"We believe it is crucial for all sides to maintain and respect ceasefire zones,
principally to enhance stability in Syria and to work towards a political solution to
the conflict,” Price added.
"We believe that any effort to do otherwise could be counterproductive to our goals to
bring about an end to the broader conflict in Syria, but also the tremendous progress
that we've made together, including with our Kurdish partners, in the effort against
ISIS that has achieved such important steps in recent years.”
And while Price asserted that U.S. officials "recognize Turkey's legitimate security
concerns on its border,” he emphasized that the administration was "concerned that
any new offensive would further undermine regional stability and would put at risk
those hard-won gains in the campaign against ISIS.”
A day before Sullivan and Kalin's call, Erdogan spoke directly via telephone with
Russian President Vladimir Putin. The Kremlin's readout made no mention of Syria,
only that "the presidents also reviewed a number of regional issues,” and instead
focused on the situation in Europe.
"Discussing the developments in Ukraine, they emphasized the need to ensure safe
navigation in the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov and to remove the threat of mines in
these waters,” the Russian account stated.

"Vladimir Putin noted Russia's willingness to facilitate unimpeded cargo shipping in
coordination with its Turkish partners including grain shipments from Ukrainian
ports.”
On Ukraine, Erdogan presented himself as a mediator, stating "Türkiye's readiness, if
agreed upon in principle by both parties, to meet with Russia, Ukraine and the United
Nations in Istanbul, and to assume a role in a possible observation mechanism,”
according to the Turkish account.
Turkey has joined NATO and a number of partnered countries in condemning
Russia's attack on Ukraine, and has provided Kyiv with advanced Bayraktar TB2
drones that have inflicted significant casualties among Russian troops.
These unmanned aerial systems have been deployed in past operations with similar
lethality against Russian allies in the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict between Armenia
and Azerbaijan, as well as in Libya and Syria.
In addition to blocking Finland and Sweden's NATO aspirations, Turkey has also
shown it can cause frustrations for the bloc in other ways. It holds the keys to the
straits that lie between the Mediterranean and Black Seas as part of the 1936
Montreux Convention, and Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu told the
Anadolu Agency that Ankara has, "in accordance with the convention, canceled or
postponed planned NATO drills.”
Speaking to Putin on Monday, Erdogan also made clear his intentions in Syria.
"Drawing attention to the PKK/YPG terrorist organization's continued attacks in
Syria against Türkiye and Syrian civilians,” the readout said, "President Erdoğan
said that the terror-free zone with a depth of 30 kilometers from the Türkiye border,
as had been stated in the memorandum of understanding of October 2019, was not
established, and that it was imperative to make these areas secure.”
Newsweek has reached out to the Turkish embassy in Washington for comment.
The Syrian Democratic Forces and their political wing, the Syrian Democratic
Council, have raised protests toward the planned Turkish attack.
A statement published last week by the group alleged "a Turkish plot to establish a
black belt of terrorist organizations” involving front-line deployments of the powerful
Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, a former Al-Qaeda affiliate, and Hurras al-Din, currently
aligned with Al-Qaeda, in the lead up to Ankara's operation.
These groups, along with other Turkey-backed opposition factions active in the
rebel-held province of Idlib and across the border security corridor, have been
accused of human rights abuses, especially against Kurds and other ethnic and
religious minorities.
Syrian Democratic Council representative to the U.S. Sinam Mohamad
told Newsweek that, "Turkish threats against our semi-autonomous region are
nothing new.”

"They are serious and we take them that way,” Mohamad said.
"However, it is not easy for Turkey to obtain the approval of countries directly
engaged in Syria to carry out unprovoked military operations against us. I believe the
United States has made it clear to Turkey that a new Turkish military campaign in
northeast Syria will have repercussions. Attacks against the SDF will only serve ISIS'
interest and run counter to the interests of the anti-ISIS coalition including the U.S.”
And when it comes to the U.S. role, she said the Syrian Democratic Council is "in
dialogue” with the Biden administration regarding the prospect of yet another
Turkish assault. She said she believed that "we are in full agreement with it that a
new Turkish campaign will only de-stabilize the region,” serving not only ISIS'
interests but also those of other "Islamic radical groups operating in Syria,” while
creating "a new humanitarian crisis including by displacing hundreds of thousands of
Syrians as previous Turkish military operations did.”
However, when asked if she was concerned that the U.S. focus was elsewhere, given
the events in Europe, she said she still held hope that Washington would not abandon
its partners in Syria.
"The war in Ukraine has impacted us all in some way,” Mohamad said, "but I don't
believe that the administration has taken its eye off of Syria, and it remains fully
committed to ensuring our region's security and stability.”
Also warning against a new Turkish incursion was Syria's central government, led by
President Bashar al-Assad, who remains firmly in power more than 11 years after
crackdowns on protests devolved into an uprising backed by the U.S. and its partners,
including Turkey.
In a letter dated Monday to the U.N. Security Council and shared with Newsweek,
Syria's permanent mission to the U.N. stated that Damascus "rejects the military
hostilities launched by the occupying Turkish forces for several days” across towns
and villages in northeastern and northwestern Syria, which have "led to the death and
injury of many civilians, caused massive damage to public and private properties and
infrastructure in those areas, and displaced dozens of Syrian families from their
homes and villages there.”
"The Turkish regime attempts to establish the so-called 'safe zone' on Syrian territory
is a shameful act of aggression and part of the policy of ethnic and demographic
cleansing practiced by the government of Erdogan in the occupied Syrian territories,"
the letter said, "and they are war crimes and crimes against humanity that are
rejected by the United Nations Charter, international law and international
humanitarian law."
Though Damascus and the Syrian Democratic Forces' semi-autonomous
administration in northern and eastern Syria are at odds about the country's future,
they are both opposed to Turkey and the insurgent militias aligned with it. The two
sides have even cooperated at times to this end, even if repeated attempts at a broader
reconciliation remain stalled.
But while the Syrian Democratic Forces view the U.S. as a potential barrier to
Turkey's designs in northern Syria, the Syrian government sees it as an enabler.

"Syria affirms that its sovereignty, independence, unity and territorial integrity will
not be the subject of blackmail or bargaining by the Turkish extremist regime in
collusion with its ally in Washington and with some Western countries,” the letter
said, "that seek cheap political gain at the expense of the Syrian people and their
territorial integrity and in contradiction to the international unanimity on the need to
preserve and respect the sovereignty, independence, unity and territorial integrity of
the Syrian Arab Republic.”

DELIL SOULEIMAN/AFP/Getty Images Troops from the Syrian Democratic Forces
Special Operations and the U.S.-led anti-ISIS coalition take part in heavy-weaponry
military exercises in the countryside of Deir Ezzor in eastern Syria, on March 25.
Though primarily partnering with the U.S., the Syrian Democratic Forces have also
held past consultations with Russia and the Syrian government when it came to
Turkish hostilities.
It remains unclear whether the Biden administration would increase its opposition to
Erdogan's plans in Syria from words to action.
Myles B. Caggins III, a Council on Foreign Relations military fellow who previously
served as senior spokesperson for the U.S.-led anti-ISIS coalition during Turkey's last
incursion into Syria, told Newsweek that any U.S. military resistance to another such
incursion is unlikely.
"It's beyond my imagination that the United States would physically defend our
partners on the ground against aggression from a NATO ally,” Caggins said.
"I think that's why we've seen high level talks with the U.S. national security adviser
and his counterpart, and I think it's also why President Biden has strongly supported
the applications of Finland and Sweden into NATO, despite opposition from Turkey.”

And while he said any U.S. use of force against a NATO ally would be virtually
"unprecedented,” he also pointed out that "Turkey has used physical aggression
against Greece,” a longstanding rival yet fellow NATO member with whom tensions
remain high.
"So if anybody doesn't play by NATO rules, it seems to be them,” Caggins said of
Turkish leadership.
But Ankara has repeatedly voiced its displeasure with what it perceives as NATO
indifference to its security concerns in northern Syria, as well as to the vast migration
crisis created by the conflict there that has seen Turkey take in some 3.6 million
Syrian refugees, more than all other nations combined.
Frustrated by NATO inaction over that crisis, Erdogan five years ago openly
discussed invoking the alliance's Article 5, NATO's collective defense clause, which
has only been used once in history, in response to the 9/11 attacks against the U.S.
two decades ago.
Frustrated over U.S. support of Kurdish forces in Syria, Ankara's relations with
Washington soured even further in the final weeks of the Trump administration, which
imposed sanctions on Turkey for acquiring Russia's S-400 surface-to-air missile
system.
Biden has not yet made any movement to lift these restrictions or move forward with
an indefinitely suspended F-35 fighter jet deal, despite Erdogan's repeated requests.
The Biden administration has, however, reportedly called on Congress to back a
proposal to provide Turkey with upgraded F-16s, older versions of which Turkish
forces have flown in operations in Syria and Iraq, where Kurdish forces have also
been under bombardment.
These aircraft may offer Turkey an enhanced capability to target the Syrian
Democratic Forces as they continue to clash with ISIS and hold up to 10,000
detainees of the jihadi group.
"The world said we need to stop ISIS, and the people who stopped ISIS in Kobani in
2015 were the Syrian Democratic Forces,” Caggins said.
"These are the same forces who were the champions against ISIS, and who our NATO
ally is ready to attack.”
But he noted that the situation was complicated by Ankara's ongoing coordination
with Moscow, which he said, beyond seeking to retain its presence in a unified Syria,
"has a longstanding goal of fracturing NATO and causing multiple dilemmas for the
United States.”
Caggins stated that the overarching goal of the U.S. remains clear.
"The priority of the United States is going to be to keep NATO intact," he said.

Russia Goes After British MP’s Son for Killing of Chechen Commander in Ukraine
Allison Quinn - The Daily Beast

The Daily Beast
Russia’s National Guard has confirmed that a Chechen commander was killed in a
bloody firefight with foreign volunteers in Ukraine—and they singled out the son of a
British lawmaker as one of those responsible.
Ben Grant, a 30-year-old former Royal Marine and the son of Helen Grant, a
Conservative MP and Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s special envoy on girls’
education, joined British and U.S. servicemen fighting Russian forces in Ukraine back
in March, telling British media at the time that he felt compelled to act after seeing
footage of Russian troops bombing a home as a child screamed.
“I just want to make that clear, completely off my own back, I decided to do this. I
didn’t even tell my mum, but it is what it is,” he said.
Viral footage of fighting in the Kharkiv region published by The Daily Telegraph last
week captured Grant and other Western volunteers, part of a Ukrainian
counteroffensive to force Russian troops out of the region, under heavy Russian fire
as they rescued a wounded fellow volunteer.
“We’ve got to move now or we’re gonna die!” Grant can be heard shouting.
The harrowing video, filmed by a helmet-mounted camera, then shows as they turned
the tables to ambush a Russian armored vehicle, striking it with a shoulder-mounted
rocket launcher.
“Shoot it now!” a man identified as Grant yells as the weapon is fired.
Russia’s National Guard says Sgt. Adam Bisultanov, the commander of a separate
operational brigade of the North Caucasus District of the National Guard, was killed

in the “attack” on Russian forces by the “group of mercenaries from Great Britain
and the U.S.”
“During protective fire, the armored personnel carrier in which [Bisultanov] was
located took three hits from a grenade launcher and was wrecked,” the National
Guard said in a statement Tuesday.
“The Go-pro camera captured footage of the attack and one of the fighters of the
mercenary group, the son of British MP Ben Grant,” the statement said, adding that
the video will be provided to military investigators. Russia’s Investigative Committee
announced this week that it was investigating Grant for his role “leading” the
ambush.
Bisultanov had taken part in the war in Ukraine since Vladimir Putin launched an
all-out invasion on Feb. 24. In light of his death and news of Grant’s alleged role in it,
some Russian media reports floated the idea of him facing the “death penalty” in
Russian-occupied Donetsk.
“He will have to run for the rest of his life,” Komsomolskaya Pravda wrote of Grant,
noting that Bisultanov had been born in Chechnya, “where the principle of blood feud
or vendetta is not empty words.”

Russian Tank Explodes, Suffers Jack-In-The-Box Effect After Rolling Over Mine
Joseph Golder & Zenger News - Newsweek

UkrainianLandForces/Zenger
A Russian tank apparently rolled over a mine before being hit by Ukrainian ordnance
that caused it to explode in what is known as a Jack-in-the-box effect.
The Jack-in-the-box effect happens when a tank's ammunition compartment explodes,
causing its turret to be violently torn off the rest of the vehicle.

In a video obtained from the Land Forces of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the turret
can be seen lying next to the tank, which appears to be a T-72B3, as the footage ends,
after reportedly rolling over a mine before it was hit by Ukrainian ordnance.
The T-72B3 is a recent Russian upgrade to their aging T-72B tanks, but they do not
appear to have fixed the vehicle's known vulnerability to the Jack-in-the-box effect,
caused by the tank's ammunition sometimes detonating when the vehicle is hit.
It is currently unclear where exactly in Ukraine the footage was filmed, but Ukrainian
media have reported that it was shot in the Donbas region in eastern Ukraine. This
has not been independently verified.
The Land Forces of the Armed Forces of Ukraine said: "It is better to look under your
feet, Russians, because there are many more such surprises waiting for you on our
land.”
The General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine has reported that from February
24 to June 1, Russia lost about 30,700 military personnel.
The Ukrainian military added that Russia had lost 1,361 tanks, 3,343 armored
fighting vehicles, 659 artillery systems, 207 multiple launch rocket systems, 94
anti-aircraft systems, 208 warplanes, 175 helicopters, 519 tactical unmanned aerial
vehicles, 120 cruise missiles, 13 warships, 2,290 military vehicles and fuel tankers,
and 49 units of special equipment over the same period.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has called Russian strikes on a nitric acid
tank in the besieged eastern city of Sievierodonetsk "madness.”
Residents of Sievierodonetsk have been warned to remain in bomb shelters and to
prepare masks to protect against toxic fumes.
Analysts say up to 70 percent of the city is now controlled by Russian forces, with
almost all critical infrastructure and housing destroyed.
President Joe Biden said he will send Kyiv more advanced rocket systems that will
help to strike enemy forces from a longer distance. These rocket systems have double
the range of the rocket systems used by Russian forces and are much more accurate.
European Union leaders have reached an agreement to ban 90 percent of oil imports
from Russia, but they remain undecided on gas imports.
Despite setbacks in eastern Ukraine, Ukrainian troops have made advances in
Kherson in the south and around Kharkiv in the northeast.
June 1 marks the 98th day of the invasion.

U.S. is ready to implement ban on Xinjiang goods on June 21
Reuters

Reuters/TINGSHU WANG
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. authorities are ready to implement a ban on imports
from China's Xinjiang region when a law requiring it becomes enforceable later in
June, a U.S. Customs official said on Wednesday, adding that a "very high” level of
evidence would be required for an exemption.
U. S. President Joe Biden in December signed into law the Uyghur Forced Labor
Prevention Act (UFLPA) in an effort to safeguard the U.S. market from products
potentially tainted by human rights abuses in Xinjiang, where the U.S. government
says China is committing genocide against Uyghur Muslims.
V.
The law includes a "rebuttable presumption” that all goods from Xinjiang, where
Chinese authorities established detention camps for Uyghurs and other Muslim
groups, are made with forced labor, and bars their import unless it can be proven
otherwise.
China denies abuses in Xinjiang, a major cotton producer that also supplies much of
the world's materials for solar panels, and says the law "slanders” the country's
human rights situation.
Some U.S. lawmakers have supported requests by Customs and Border Protection
(CBP) for more budget to effectively implement that provision, which goes into effect
on June 21.
"We're all on a very tight timeframe,” Elva Muneton, CBP's acting executive director
for the UFLPA Implementation Task Force, said.
"The expectation is that we will be ready to implement the Uyghur act on June 21,
and that we have the resources,” Muneton told a webinar on enforcing the law.
"So the question is, are we ready to implement? Yes, we are,” she said.
Importers will have the option to re-export prohibited cargo back to the country of
origin, and any exemptions to the presumption must be granted by the CBP
commissioner and reported to Congress, Muneton said.

"It's important to know that the level of evidence that's going be required by the
Uyghur act is very high,” she said.
"It's going to require documentation, clear and convincing evidence, that the supply
chain of the product that's being imported is free from forced labor.”
CBP will be able to issue penalties against importers in the case of fraud, she said.
Beijing initially denied the existence of any detention camps, but then later admitted it
had set up "vocational training centers” necessary to curb what it said was terrorism,
separatism and religious radicalism in Xinjiang.
China Warns Biden Not To Enforce Xinjiang Import Law: Report
Phil Hall - Benzinga
The Chinese government has warned the Biden administration not to enforce a new
law that bans imports from the Xinjiang province unless it can be proven that the
products were not made by forced labor.

Benzinga China Warns Biden Not To Enforce Xinjiang Import Law: Report
What Happened: Bloomberg reported that the Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act,
which was signed into law in December and takes effect on June 21, was created in
response to reports of grievous human rights abuses by the Chinese government
against the Uyghur Muslim minority population.
But China’s government stated the new law would “severely” damage ties if it begins
to reject Chinese imports.
“If the act is implemented, it will severely disrupt normal cooperation between China
and the US, and global industrial and production chains,” Foreign Ministry
spokesman Zhao Lijian said Thursday at a press briefing in Beijing, adding that the
law will “hobble China’s development.”

Zhao also cautioned that “if the US insists on doing so, China will take robust
measures to uphold its own rights and interests as well as its dignity.” However, Zhao
did not offer any details to go with the threat.
What Happens Next: The new law operates under the belief that all Xinjiang-made
products were created by forced labor and insists that importers produce “clear and
compelling evidence” that determines the items were not created by an imprisoned
workforce.
The situation in Xinjiang has been challenging to Western companies who are not
eager to displease the prickly Chinese leadership with even the vaguest suggestion
that all is not well in the province.
Even the brashly loquacious Elon Musk has taken on self-enforced silence on the
subject, when Tesla (NASDAQ: TSLA) opened a showroom in Xinjiang’s capital of
Urumqi on Dec. 31.
The news of the showroom was announced by Tesla’s account on the
China-facing Weibo social media platform but not shared on Musk’s
preferred Twitter (NYSE: TWTR) platform — and nor did Musk repeated questions
tweeted to him by Benzinga regarding his business dealings in Xinjiang.

Ukrainian Troops Bomb Russian Armored Vehicles Trying to Flee
Lee Bullen & Zenger News - Newsweek

45oabr/Zenger
Ukrainian soldiers bombed Russian armored vehicles trying to flee an artillery
assault as reportedly seen in a video released by Ukraine military officials.
The attack was carried out by the 45th Separate Artillery Brigade of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine.

The images, which appear to have been shot from a drone, show multiple vehicles
attempting to flee along roads surrounded by fields as Ukrainian ordnance rains
down around them.
One vehicle is eventually hit and can be seen exploding into a large ball of flames,
with black smoke rising into the air.
Another vehicle can be seen stopping, with troops appearing to run away from it. The
vehicle drives off but comes to a stop short while later, with explosions occurring in
its vicinity as the footage ends. It is unclear if that vehicle was hit.
The brigade said: "APC (Armored Personnel Carrier) Orcs: Catch me if you can…”
The Ukrainian forces regularly refer to Russian forces as "orcs.”
Russian troops invaded Ukraine on February 24 in what the Kremlin is still calling a
"special military operation." June 1 marks the 98th day of the campaign.
From February 24 to May 31, the total combat losses of Russian troops stand at
around 30,500 personnel, according to the General Staff of the Armed Forces of
Ukraine.
The Ukrainian military also claims that Russia has lost 1,358 tanks, 3,302 armored
fighting vehicles, 649 artillery systems, 207 multiple launch rocket systems, 93
anti-aircraft systems, 208 warplanes, 174 helicopters, 2,275 motor vehicles and fuel
tankers, 13 vessels, 515 unmanned aerial vehicles, 48 units of special equipment, and
120 cruise missiles.

Russian Colonel Killed in Ukraine as Putin Scrambles to Reorganize Forces
Katherine Fung - Newsweek

Smoke rises in the city of Severodonetsk during heavy fighting between Ukrainian and
Russian troops at eastern Ukrainian region of Donbas on May 30, 2022, on the 96th

day of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS/AFP via Getty
Images)
Despite the Kremlin's recent advances, another Russian colonel has reportedly died
in Ukraine, furthering the death toll among the military's highest-ranking officials.
Lieutenant Colonel Zaur Dimayev, the deputy commander of the 4th battalion of the
Akhmat Kadyrov special forces regiment, was killed in the Donbas region of
Ukraine—where the center of the fighting has moved to—by an artillery barrage on
Tuesday, according to the Baza Telegram channel.
Dimayev, an ally of Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov, was reportedly riding in a
military SUV when the vehicle was hit by a shell that killed Dimayev and the driver.
Baza Telegram reported that two Chechen police officers also died in the attack.
Dimayev's death is the latest among Russia's high-ranking commanders, who have
been forced onto the front-lines due to what is believed to be poor organization, and
comes a day after
According to a report from Moscow-based RBK Group, Putin issued a decree on
Monday announcing the firing of five generals at the Russian Ministry of the Internal
Affairs and one police colonel.
As Russia's invasion of Ukraine reaches its 100th day this Friday, Putin has ramped
up military efforts in a battle that has not been the swift victory he expected.
Despite fighting for more than three months, Russia has failed to capture the capital
of Kyiv and at least 49 Russian colonels have died in battle, the Daily Mail reported,
although no official tally has been released by Russia or Ukraine.
Last week, Moscow confirmed that one of Russia's top paratroopers, Lieutenant
Colonel Alexander Dosyagayev, was killed in Bucha.
Dosyagayev's battalion was recognized as Russia's most elite and was judged as the
winner of the Winged Infantry category at last year's military festival Army of Russia.
The fighting in Donbas has recently pushed Ukrainian troops to retreat, but Serhiy
Haidai, the governor of the war-torn Luhansk region in eastern Ukraine, recently
told Newsweek that his troops have a plan for "a strategic withdrawal.”
"The fighting has indeed intensified significantly in recent days because the Russian
army threw a lot of forces and equipment in order to capture the entire Luhansk
region,” Haidai said.
"The fighting will continue, our military will not be surrounded, the supply of
ammunition will continue, and they will be able to hold their positions and attack the
Russian forces from above,” he added.

Haidai confirmed that as of Tuesday, Russian forces controlled about 70 percent of
Severodonetsk. A victory in the city would grant Moscow almost full control of one of
Ukraine's two most easternmost provinces—a key war goal.
Newsweek reached out to the Russian Foreign Ministry for comment.
China Fighter Pilots Raised Middle Finger at Canada Air Force Crew—Report
John Feng - Newsweek

Cpl Ian Thompson/4 Wing Imaging
Chinese fighter jets repeated buzzed Canadian air force planes on a UN-sanctioned
operation in international airspace, some coming so close as to make eye contact with
pilots in the other cockpit, a report said on Wednesday.
Sources in the Canadian government told Global News that the close-quarters
intercepts happened approximately 60 times since Christmas. "Those jets are
frequently flying as close as 20 to 100 feet from the Canadian plane,” the report
said. Canadian pilots "sometimes see them raising their middle fingers.”
Aircrews with the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) fly CP-140 maritime patrol
aircraft in Northeast Asia as part Operation NEON, a multinational effort to enforce
UN sanctions on North Korea.
The missions involve identifying maritime sanctions evasion activities, including the
transfer of banned goods to Pyongyang, in accordance with UN Security Council
resolutions.
In a statement of its own, the Canadian Armed Forces confirmed several interactions
between its CP-140 surveillance planes and aircraft of Chinese People's Liberation
Army Air Force (PLAAF).
The latest rotation of Neon saw Canadian aircrews operating out of Japan's Kadena
Air base in Okinawa between April 26 and May 26.

"In these interactions, PLAAF aircraft did not adhere to international air safety
norms. These interactions are unprofessional and/or put the safety of our RCAF
personnel at risk. In some instances, the RCAF aircrew felt sufficiently at risk that
they had to quickly modify their own flight path in order to increase separation and
avoid a potential collision with the intercepting aircraft,” said the June 1 statement.
"The aircrews in several PLAAF aircraft are very clearly visible as they approach
and attempt to divert our patrol aircraft from their flight path,” Canada's military
said. "Such interactions, which occur in international airspace during UN-sanctioned
missions, are of concern and of increasing frequency. These occurrences have also
been addressed through diplomatic channels.”
According to Global News, Ottawa attempted to address the behavior through
diplomatic channels, but Beijing didn't responded and the "unsafe and unprofessional”
moves continued. There was no statement from the Chinese side at the time of
publication.
The Canadian Armed Forces said the interactions were "well-documented” by its
pilots. Close encounters involving fast-moving fighter aircraft risk deadly collisions
that could escalation tensions and lead to further misjudgments, observers say.
One of the most notable mid-air incident in recent memory happened on April 1, 2001,
when a U.S. Navy EP-3E reconnaissance aircraft and a PLA Navy J-8 interceptor jet
collided over the South China Sea, resulting in the loss of the Chinese aircraft and the
presumed death of its pilot.
The American crew, numbering 24, were forced to make an emergency landing on
Hainan Island in south China. They were detained for 11 days in what was the first
foreign policy crisis of George W. Bush's presidency.
Earlier this year, Gen. Kenneth Wilsbach of the U.S. Air Force confirmed at a think
tank event that American F-35 fighter aircraft had encountered China's most
advanced J-20 stealth fighters while operating in the East China Sea.
Chinese sources subsequently told Hong Kong's South China Morning Post that the
interactions involved close contact, which became more frequent in the latter half of
2020.

That’s my boiler! Refugee spots stolen possessions on Russian tank
Jen Mills - Metro

She saw the tank on news coverage of the war while in the UK (Picture: Reuters)
A Ukrainian refugee who fled to the UK said she recognized her own stolen
possessions in a photo of a Russian tank.
Alina Koreniuk left her home in Popasna, east Ukraine, on April 8 and is now living
in Nottingham with a British couple. Her husband first spotted that a photo from their
town looked familiar, and showed it to her.
‘He said: “Do you notice anything strange about this photo,” and asked me if I saw
what he saw in it,’ Alina told the BBC.
They recognized the items being carried on top of the tank, including a tablecloth
from their summer house, a red blanket and new Disney bedsheets. As well, they
spotted a cardboard box which Alina said contained a new boiler they had ordered
before the war and not installed yet.
She believes the sheets were used to cover up electronic items they were forced to
leave behind. But Alina said she wasn’t shocked to see her possessions on the top of a
Russian tank.

She recognised the patterns on sheets and blankets from their home (Picture: Reuters)
‘Our reaction was that whatever they hadn’t destroyed they would steal,’ she told the
broadcaster.
‘We expected houses in Popasna to be looted, we’d been told many times about this.’
The street the photo was taken on is just five minutes from her home, she added.
Alina, a policewoman and former child psychologist, fled to another part of Ukraine
on February 24 along with daughters Kristina, 12, and Olha, eight.
Her husband, mother, and grandmother are still in Ukraine. She told how her mother
also left home and had to leave her dog behind, believing it now killed by shrapnel or
Russian forces.
There have been accusations of looting from Russian forces for months.

Smoke rises in the city of Severodonetsk during heavy fighting yesterday (Picture:
Getty)

Russian website Mediazona estimated that 58 tons of parcels had been sent from
Ukraine into Russia and Belarus, with little going in the other direction.
Alina’s city of Popasna is in the Severodonetsk region, where Russia is currently
pushing an offensive. The area is key to Moscow’s efforts to complete the capture of
the industrial Donbas region.
‘The city is essentially being destroyed ruthlessly block by block,’ mayor Oleksandr
Striuk said.
He said heavy street fighting continued and artillery barrages threatened the lives of
the estimated 13,000 civilians still sheltering in the ruined city that once was home to
more than 100,000.
The mayor said more than 1,500 residents have died of various causes since Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine in late February. Evacuation efforts have been halted because of
shelling.
‘Civilians are dying from direct strikes, from fragmentation wounds and under the
rubble of destroyed buildings, since most of the inhabitants are hiding in basements
and shelters,’ Mr Striuk said.
Electricity has been cut off and people need water, food and medicine, and the mayor
added: ‘There are food supplies for several more days, but the issue is how to
distribute them.’

Cloud of nitric acid erupts into sky after ‘Russians strike chemical plant’
Jordan King - Metro

Nitric acid is a dangerous chemical which can cause harm to people who inhale or
touch it (Picture: TG/East2West)

A huge cloud of nitric acid hangs ominously above a Ukrainian city in shocking
footage after Russia allegedly carried out an airstrike on a chemical plant.
Kremlin forces have been targeting the eastern industrial city of Severodonetsk with a
‘full-scale offensive in all directions’.
Newly released video captures the cloud rising into the air at the Azot plant. The gas
is corrosive and poisonous and can pose health threats to anyone who inhales or
touches it.
Local governor Serhiy Haidai said the blast was caused by a Russian airstrike hitting
the chemical plant but Moscow denies this.
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy lashed out at Vladimir Putin’s men for targeting
areas where there is ‘large-scale chemical production’.
He said: ‘The Russian army’s strikes (in Severodonetsk), including blind air bombing,
are just crazy.
‘But it is no longer surprising that for the Russian military, for Russian commanders,
for Russian soldiers, any madness is absolutely acceptable.’
Spewing cloud of nitric acid after Russian forces push to take Severdonetsk

The cloud was filmed in the air above the Azot plant in the city of Severodonetsk, in
the Donbas region (Picture: TG/east2west news)

Russia claims the ‘relaxed’ soldiers in the footage prove there was no airstrike at the
time (Picture: TG/East2West news)
Severodonetsk usually has a civilian population of about 106,000. That number is
likely to be much less now with many have fleeing their homes in search of safety.
Those left in the city were advised to stay inside and keep their windows and doors
closed.
Pro-Moscow separatist forces, the self-proclaimed Lugansk People’s Republic, claim
the blast happened after a tank blew up in Ukrainian territory.
They said: ‘The relaxed behaviour of Ukrainian soldiers (seen in the video) confirms
that Russian artillery was not shelling the plant at the time of the explosion.’
The Russian Investigative Committee said it has launched a criminal investigation
into the blast. Most of Severodonetsk is reportedly under Russian control now.

Russia has doubled down its efforts to seize the key city of Severodonetsk in Moscow’s
fight for eastern Ukraine (Picture: Getty)

A map revealing how much of Ukraine Russia has managed to seize (Picture: Metro
Graphics)
Mr Haidai told the BBC: ‘Our troops still remain in the city and for the time being
are still resisting the Russian army.
‘But if they need to withdraw to the other side of the river, closer to Lysychansk, in
order to preserve troops then they will probably do so.’
Western leaders have long predicted Russia would unleash a chemical attack and
blame it on the Ukrainians.
Chemical warfare is when a substance is intentionally used to cause harm or death. It
is largely banned by international law and can be considered a war crime.

Nitric acid is not typically used as a chemical weapon but the gas can be dangerous
to people who come into contact with it.
Inhaling the acid can cause irritation to the eyes, throat and nose. It can also trigger
headaches, confusion and a loss of balance.
Chronic exposure to the gas makes the risks much more serious, including changes of
skin damage and possibly even lung cancer – although this is very rare.

Sweden Is Sending 'Robot 17' Coastal Defense Missiles To Ukraine
Emma Helfrich - The Drive

Swedish Armed Forces
Sweden’s Ministry of Defense announced that the country would be delivering its
third aid package to Ukraine, and this time around, Ukrainian forces will be getting
the Robot 17 anti-ship missile system. Sweden’s donation of the Robot 17 is the latest
example of what seems to be a growing willingness among allied nations to supply the
Ukrainian military with more advanced weaponry.
In addition to the Robot 17 system, the $102 million package includes financial aid
for both the Ukrainian central bank’s fund as well as NATO’s fund for Ukrainian
armed forces, 5,000 anti-tank launchers that unofficial sources have claimed to
be AT4 light anti-armor weapons, and AG90 rifles and ammunition. An additional
$10.6 million will go to civilian efforts through the Swedish Civil Contingencies
Agency. However, the Robot 17 system will likely be among the more eagerly
anticipated aspects of the delivery.
The Robot-17 laser designation system in action. Swedish Armed Forces Robot 17
missile loaded onto the launcher. Swedish Armed Services A Robot 17 team along a
coastline in Sweden. Swedish Armed Forces.

The Robot 17 system is a Swedish anti-ship/coastal defense derivative of the
U.S.-made AGM-114 Hellfire missile and was first manufactured in the 1980s by
Bofors Defense (now known as Saab Bofors Dynamics).
While the Hellfire missile system was designed to neutralize armored vehicles at
stand-off ranges often aboard an attack helicopter, like the AH-64 Apache, the
man-portable Robot 17 can be launched from a shoreline firing post as well as naval
vessels. The missile itself is laser-guided with a range of roughly up to five miles, but
this is likely a bit less under normal operating conditions.
The Swedish Ministry of Defense said that the delivery of the Robot 17 was
specifically requested by the Ukrainian government to address the increasing Russian
presence in the coastal regions of southeastern Ukraine. The man-portable Robot 17
is ideal for protecting against amphibious invasions and is quite survivable as units
can easily set up and position the system for firing.
The system also has a secondary capability to attack land targets that could come in
handy, as well.

A demonstration of the Robot 17. Swedish Armed Forces
The delivery of the Robot 17 systems, as well as the rest of the third aid package
coming from Sweden, indicates a historic shift in the country’s geopolitical ethos.
Since 1939, in the name of neutrality, Sweden’s policy was largely centered around
not sending weapons to countries in active conflict. Sweden first went against that
doctrine in February when the initial $95.9 million aid package was announced.
The traditionally non-militarily aligned country also recently filed joint applications
with Finland to join NATO. Now, with the third aid installment currently being
processed, Sweden isn’t shying away from outwardly supporting Ukraine.
“The Russian invasion of Ukraine is unprovoked, illegal, and indefensible.”
Reads the official announcement released by Sweden’s Ministry of Defense.

“It threatens international peace and security and is a violation of international law.
In solidarity with Ukraine, and as part of the international response to Russia's
actions, the government sees a continuing need to support Ukraine.”
Other allied countries are also ramping up advanced weapons deliveries, or pledged
deliveries, to Ukraine. In mid-May, what is likely to be the first recorded footage of
the U.K.-suppled Brimstone anti-armor missile system began to surface.
The Brimstone is a weapon system similar to the Robot 17 with a loosely common
heritage, although Brimstone is more advanced with autonomous attack capabilities,
and it is manufactured by the European missile consortium MBDA.
The ground-launched Brimstone can also be used against ships near shore and it can
do so in any weather, which is not possible for the Robot 17 system.
Mere days later, U.S. Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin announced that the
government of Denmark would be delivering an unspecified number of RGM-84
Harpoon anti-ship missiles and shore-based launchers to the Ukrainian military to
help bolster their coastal defense.
With that in mind, it is likely that the Harpoons will be operating alongside the Robot
17s as Ukrainian forces attempt to deter the Russian Navy’s advances. The Harpoon
will provide true standoff, long-range, over-the-horizon defense out dozens of the
miles, while Robot 17 could provide close-in shore defense, especially against small
boats and amphibious forces.
Sailors aboard the guided-missile cruiser USS Princeton fire an RGM-84 Harpoon
anti-ship missile during an international sinking exercise. Mass Communication
Specialist 1st Class Jason Noble/U.S. Navy
Just this week German Chancellor Olaf Scholz promised to provide Ukraine with
Germany’s highly advanced IRIS-T surface-to-air defense system. Manufactured by
Diehl Defense, the IRIS-T guided missile is designed to hit targets up to 25 miles
away and will provide Ukraine with much-needed advanced air defense capability.
The timing of delivery is still unknown, but it will take time, training included, even if
the system is diverted from an existing order.
The United States has also announced a number of new deliveries slated to be sent to
Ukraine in the coming weeks. Included in the newest $700 million security assistance
package are at least four M142 High-Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems, or HIMARS.
Ukrainian troops will train on them for three weeks before the systems enter service
in the country, and the Lockheed Martin-manufactured launchers are expected to be
delivered along with guided munitions that are designed with a range of about 43
miles. U.S.-supplied Guided Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (GMLRS) may also be
on their way to Ukraine but weren’t listed in the breakdown of the recent aid
package.

Needless to say, Ukraine’s arsenal is about to get quite the boost. With several
countries now answering the call to help arm and support Ukrainian forces, the
threat landscape for Russian invaders will surely be changing.
This is especially true in the naval realm, where Ukraine went from very few
shoreline defenses to a layered credible set of systems in just a short span of time
thanks to these latest donations.

Biden wrongly restricts Ukraine’s option to conduct counter-fires
Jonathan Sweet (Opinion Contributor) - The Hill

The Hill
Somewhere within the E Ring of the Pentagon, a Department of Defense (DOD) voice
was able to break through White House and State Department objections and
convince President Biden that Ukraine needs additional artillery capability — the
Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS).
The president walked back his May 30 announcement that the U.S. would not send
MLRS to Ukraine. In a New York Times op-ed, he said the U.S. would provide
“weapons that will enable them to more precisely strike key targets on the battlefield
in Ukraine.”
While this provides Ukraine much-needed additional firepower to defend itself, lethal
fires continue to rain down upon Ukraine from Russian territory. They are fired from
sanctuary, with impunity.
The White House initially bent, but did not break, against renewed Russian threats —
a warning from former Russian president Dmitry Medvedev that if his country’s cities
had been struck, then Russian forces would “have struck at the centers of these
criminal decisions,” along with the testing of their hypersonic missile.

The White House reportedly still has reservations about the High Mobility Artillery
Rocket System (HIMARS). This weapon system can fire a six-pack of rockets, or a
single missile, up to 185 miles, and could strike targets beyond its border; however,
it’s expected that Ukraine will be provided with the shorter-range rockets, with a
range of about 40 miles.
Yuri Sack, an adviser to Ukraine’s defense minister, assured the U.S. that it won’t use
the new system to strike inside Russia, stating, “Ukraine has no intention to use them
other than for defense of our territories and for the de-occupation of our territories.”
Russia doesn’t want a level playing field, and HIMARS would do just that. Russian
artillery is literally killing Ukraine; look no further than the devastation it has done to
Kyiv, Mariupol, Kharkiv and now Severodonetsk. These aren’t military targets; they
are homes, schools, hospitals, power plants and places of worship.
After nearly 100 days of Russian troops’ complete disregard for humanity, huge
losses and tactical failures, Moscow continues to stumble forward — now in the
eastern Donbas region and the south. Moscow’s long-range artillery, largely
unchecked, is making that advance possible.
Russia’s ground forces cannot compete against Ukraine without their artillery
dominance. Ukraine is winning the close fight — its Defense Ministry reports as many
as 30,700 Russian soldiers have been killed in action and that Russia has lost 1,361
tanks, 3,343 armored personnel carriers, 659 artillery pieces, 207 Multiple Rocket
Launchers, 208 aircraft and 175 helicopters.
To date, though, Ukraine’s fighters have no solution to counter the cross-border
artillery strikes. As a result, they are slowly losing terrain — and experienced combat
veterans.
Officials in eastern Ukraine report the Russian shelling of Severodonetsk has been so
intense that it has not been possible to assess casualties and damage. Ukrainians are
putting up a valiant effort, but they can’t win if they can’t target the artillery systems
that are killing them — Mariupol proved that.
For Ukraine to survive, there can be no sanctuary afforded to Russian artillery. If
Russia is firing into Ukraine, it must be subject to counter-fires, regardless of its
location. And yes, that means Russia and Belarus. NATO and the U.S. are fully
committed and should be beyond concern about escalation.
It is time for Brussels and Washington to notify Moscow that any weapon system that
fires into Ukraine, regardless of its location, will be subject to immediate
counter-fires by all means available to Ukraine. HIMARS would provide that
capability. Denying Ukraine the ability to conduct counter-fires — a defensive
action — is unconscionable.
The West cannot expect Ukraine to continue to absorb casualties and the destruction
of infrastructure. President Volodymyr Zelensky has acknowledged that 50-100
soldiers are being killed daily, defending Ukraine’s eastern regions. In mid-April,

Zelensky said that 2,500-3,000 Ukrainian troops had been killed, and up to 10,000
had been injured. Russian artillery is the principal instrument of their deaths.
HIMARS would provide a fairer fight, in the same way that the Javelin and
Switchback drones have countered Russian armor.
President Biden cannot repeat President Lyndon Johnson’s mistake during the
Vietnam War — watching the North Vietnamese march soldiers and equipment down
the Ho Chi Min trail in Laos and Cambodia and doing nothing about it until they
entered South Vietnam.
Providing HIMARS to Ukraine is the right decision, but telling Zelensky their use is
restricted to “key targets on the battlefield in Ukraine” keeps his soldiers and
civilians in the kill zone with no means to retaliate. The option to conduct
counter-fires cannot be restricted.
*** Jonathan Sweet, a retired Army colonel, served 30 years as a military
intelligence officer. His background includes tours of duty with the 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault) and the Intelligence and Security Command. He led the U.S.
European Command Intelligence Engagement Division from 2012-14, working with
NATO partners in the Black Sea and Baltics. Follow him on Twitter @JESweet2022.

